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 Joint Stock Company "UTILAJCOM» address: Industrial Street, 40, Chisinau, Republic of
Moldova, MD-2023 tel.: (+373 22) 47-13-01, 11/15/47 fax: (+373 22) 47-14-30 Veaceslav Burlac
Born on April 21st, 1958, in Malinovscoie village, Rishcani district - Mechanical engineer, had
graduated from Kishinau Polytechnic Institute (1980). - From 1994 - director of «Utilajcom»
JSC. From day to day, our houses become more and more well-groomed and attractive.
Everyone, who decides to build a house, is striving to create harmony between appearance and
interior of the building by application of architectural and designing means. «Utilajcom» JSC is
one of enterprises intended to provide assistance in such efforts.
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Reorganized in 1994 into a joint-stock company, the enterprise specializes in pro-duction of
equipment, furniture, articles made from aluminum, wood and glass and designed for trading,
catering, educational, cultural entities and other organizations, as well as for fitting out of the
interior of offices, commercial enterprises, drugstores, hairdressing salons and libraries by
supplying bookcases, shelves, show-cases, cabinets, tables, chairs, racks etc. In total,
enterprise releases more than 200 titles of articles, which are successfully sold both in the
republic and beyond its bounds. «Utilajcom» JSC succeeded in retaining its market positions; it
produces metal doors, grids and gates, stalls, deals with realization of laminated materials (in
assortment of 36 colors), providing services both for state enterprises and representatives of
small abd medium-size business. Works are performed under special and individual projects
taking into account European standards and preferences of clients. In general, furniture is
produced to order and delivered directly to a client. From 1999, «Utilajcom» JSC has the license
for carrying out construction and installation works, which allows it to take part in construction of
the whole number of projects of commercial destination and catering projects commissioned on
a turnkey basis.  Achievements of the «Utilajcom» JSC in the field of strategic management,
maintenance of stability, dynamics, structure and ability to survive in conditions of financial and
economic crisis are recognized and evidenced by the «Gold Medal» of the Association of
Promotion in Industry (France, 2000) and by personal breastplate, which was awarded to the
«Utilajcom» JSC director by the President of this Association (Paris, 2003). Under results of
polling carried out among 15 thousands members of the Club of Commercial Leaders from 115
countries of the world, «Utilajcom» JSC became an owner of the international prize «For the
Best Brand Name» (Italy, 2003) while local sptcialists declared it the winner of the competition
«Brand Name of the Year» (Kishinau, 2003).
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